
Doubt, Certainty and Harmony 
   Gospel reading: Jn 20 v 19-31 

 

Those of you who have visited the Holy Land on a pilgrimage will know that to 

visit places associated with the events of Easter is a highly emotional experience. 

Although things had happened > c. 2000 years ago, Fern Britton’s experience, 

retold on TV on Easter Day is typical. We cannot begin to imagine the feelings of 

the disciples in today’s story, when Jesus gate-crashed their first gathering, 

without needing to knock at the locked door.  

 

Children, while yet to have made such journeys, may be helped by imagining 

what it would have been like when you returned to school the other week, 

without knowing that your head teacher had been involved in a terrible accident, 

driving to school. The teachers would be a bundle of nerves as they guided you 

back to your old classrooms, closed the door, but wouldn’t know what to do or 

say without the customary instructions from their leader. Then a message came 

round that the Head was OK: just a few cuts and bruises and would be visiting 

each class A.S.A.P. Neither teacher nor pupils would really be put at ease until 

the Head had entered their class and said the proverbial “Good morning 

Children’ and you had replied “Good Morning Miss A”. Each class would need to 

have heard her voice and seen her hands pick up the whiteboard marker. Calm 

and belief would gradually spread to the whole school, from 1st year-to –final 

year pupils. What a roller coaster of emotions to start school again!  

 

For the 10 disciples gathered in that closed room it was not so much a roller-

coaster as an upside -down, helter-skelter! Starting at the bottom, gripped by 

fear and grief, then spiraling upwards in elation as they realized that Jesus was 

alive and kicking- eager to kick-start THEIR mission. If you were not there, you 

would never have believed it: 

Thomas, one of Jesus’ 12 chosen friends, wasn’t and he didn’t. To Thomas, the 

story was unreal and impossible to reconcile with known facts. Jesus, who had 

been crucified and buried, would have to break all the laws of physics and 

biology to be there. Thomas could not believe the story his 10 friends were 

telling him. 

 



There is no disgrace in doubting: if we believed everything people told us to be 

true, life would be a nightmare, especially in this era of ‘fake news’. To doubt 

and test claimed truths is essential. Albert Einstein was one of the world’s 

cleverest people: scientist and physicist, he developed theories and formulae 

that seemed to explain almost everything that happened in the universe, from 

the smallest particle to the largest planet; ALMOST but not ALL. When other 

scientists came up with new ideas to fill in the gaps- summed up in a subject 

called quantum physics- Einstein didn’t believe them: spent much of his later life 

trying to disprove quantum theory but finally convinced himself that the new 

explanation was true. 

 

I cannot pretend to understand Quantum physics: all the rules I had been taught 

at school and university were broken: atoms consisted of > 20 bits, many 

weightless, not just four; 

particles can be in two places at once, touch one and something can change 

elsewhere; 

 a particle could suddenly be something else- a wave-like motion. I can only 

imagine the excitement generated as quantum theory gained acceptance.  

 

When doubt is replaced by certainty, attitude and behaviour changes.  

In the school restart scenario I began with, calm and belief in the Heads presence 

gradually spread to the whole school. We can only speculate that, at the second 

gathering of the disciples, when Thomas joined the other 10, the disciples might 

no longer have felt a need to lock the door, fear of the Jews –or anyone else for 

that matter– having been dispelled. Thomas could now see what others had 

seen, his doubt was replaced by certainty–he was ready to take his joy-ride on 

the Skelter-Helter.  

 

The transformation is summed up in the Easter hymn “Now the green blade 

riseth”. 

 
The Easter experience was - and remains- more than a ride in the divine 
fairground of life: more than something to shout about. For the early Christians 
there was not only certainty that Jesus was still accessible, there was certainty 
that his way of living was the best way of expressing the love that, from the 



beginning, was meant to bind the world together in harmony. The 
transformation was described in our epistle, from Acts  4 v 32-37. 
 

Certainty does not inevitably result in harmony. Rival certainties can cause 

division and conflict. Doubt is not always the enemy of harmony. Albert Einstein 

was proud to be a Jew and proud that Jews had given the world the bible. 

However, he could not believe the stories the bible told about Israel, God and 

Jesus, like the one in today’s Gospel. He did believe in what he called an 

‘illimitable spirit that reveals itself : the harmony that he saw in the universe was 

–to him-a revelation of that spirit, ‘God’ in all but name and not a million miles 

away from the phenomenon that Thomas and the others encountered in our 

gospel story.  

 

We don’t have to be an Einstein to believe in and become love’s disciple, as 

1000’s have shown by their self-sacrifices to counter the challenge from the 

Covid virus. Neither do we Christians have to believe in the exactly the same 

things to work in harmony with each other. This is shown in one of the books 

Nick recommended for our study- ‘The Meaning of Jesus’, in which authorship is 

shared by two NT scholars, Marcus Borg and N. T (Tom), Wright, who take turns 

in describing what they believe. In describing what they believe about the 

Resurrection, both appeal to the words of Paul in 1 Cor 15 to support opposing 

beliefs: for Marcus, an empty tomb was irrelevant but for Tom, it was pivotal to 

certainty about Jesus’ resurrection. They not only co-authors and committed 

Christians but remained friends. 

 

Easter heralds much more than certainty of life after death for believers. Our 

Gospel ended with these words: “these things are written that you may believe 

that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing you MAY HAVE LIFE in 

his name. Easter heralds the certainty that the dying of self brings new life, unity 

and harmony: a quantum of salvation for our world, today and everyday.                                                               

 

Neville 


